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Abstract
New relations among the genus-zero Gromov–Witten invariants of a complex projective manifoldX are exhibited.
When the cohomology of X is generated by divisor classes and classes “with vanishing one-point invariants,” the
relations determine many-point invariants in terms of one-point invariants.
 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Two recent innovations coming out of string theory have led to some effective algorithms for counting
rational curves in a given homology class on a projective manifold X. The expected numbers of rational
curves are now usually referred to as “zero-point genus-zero Gromov–Witten invariants,” while the
more general m-point (genus-zero) invariants count the expected numbers of rational curves meeting m
submanifolds (or cohomology classes) in general position.
The ﬁrst innovation consists of a set of relations, known as theWDVV (afterWitten, Dijkgraaf,Verlinde
andVerlinde), which express a hidden symmetry in them-point invariants form3. The symmetry is used
to prove the associativity of quantum cohomogy rings and also leads to a Frobenius manifold structure
on the cohomology space of X [23]. Kontsevich and Manin used this symmetry in [16] to express all
m-point invariants in terms of two-point invariants, when the (relevant) cohomology of X is generated by
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divisor classes. Thus, for example, it turns out that all the m-point invariants of Pn reduce to the single
line through two points.
The second innovationwas inspired bymirror symmetry.Generalized one-pointGromov–Witten invari-
ants were deﬁned using “Morita classes” and computed for Calabi-Yau and Fano complete intersections in
projective space and toric varieties [15,12,21,5]. These classes are known to be completely determined by
the standard genus-zero Gromov–Witten invariants via the topological recursion relation, but this relation
fails to provide an effective way to compute them.
In this paper, we combine both approaches by ﬁnding a set of new relations among generalized m-
point genus-zero invariants (which we encode as J-functions of several variables, following Givental).We
use these relations to reduce generalized m-point invariants to generalized one-point invariants. This is a
sharper result than that of Kontsevich andManin, since the generalized one-point invariants are frequently
known in situations where the two-point (ordinary) invariants were not previously known. For example,
on a Fano hypersurface of relatively large degree, the analogue of the “single line through two points” can
be deduced from the generalized one-point invariants, and in this paper we produce a simple algorithm
for computing it.
Gromov–Witten invariants of X are deﬁned as intersection numbers on spaces of stable maps from
rational curves to X. Given a stable map with several marked points, a copy of P1 is attached to each of
the marked points (at 0 on the P1). This allows one to embed the space of m-pointed stable maps into
the moduli space of stable maps with no marked points and m “parameterizations”. The latter space is
usually known as the graph space. (The case m = 1 ﬁrst appeared in the work of Givental [12].) There
is a natural torus action on the graph space, one of whose ﬁxed loci is the given moduli space of stable
maps. There are equivariant forgetful morphisms among the graph spaces, and by comparing residues
of some carefully chosen equivariant classes, we obtain our relations among the J-functions. A startling
(to us) feature of this approach is that it is much simpler than the computation of generalized one-point
invariants (the “mirror conjecture”), since our argument requires no analysis of the boundaries of graph
spaces.
1. Kontsevich–Manin spaces
We recall the basic properties of the genus-zero stable map spaces and some results on Gromov–Witten
invariants, and give an example of the new recursions.
Deﬁnition 1. A morphism f : (C;p1, . . . , pm) → X from a connected m-pointed projective ratio-
nal curve C to a complex projective manifold X is prestable if C has only nodes as singularities and
p1, . . . , pm ∈ C are non-singular. If in addition every irreducible component of C collapsed by f
has three or more distinguished points—a distinguished point is a node or marked point—then f is
stable.
Remark. This notion of stability is analogous to Deligne–Mumford stability for pointed curves. Indeed,
a stable map to a point is a stable pointed curve.
The moduli of stable maps has been extensively studied, ever since stable maps were introduced by
Kontsevich and Manin [16]. See also [4,11] as good references for the following properties.
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Given  ∈ H2(X,Z), there is a proper Deligne–Mumford stackM0,m(X, ), representing ﬂat families
of genus-zero stable maps with mmarked points and image homology class . Each of the moduli stacks
M0,m(Pn, d) is smooth (as a stack) of the expected dimension n + (n + 1)d + (m − 3). For general
X, there is a virtual class [M0,m(X, )]vir in the Chow group of M0,m(X, ) of the expected dimension
dim(X)− degKX()+ (m− 3).
There are forgetful maps and evaluation maps:
M0,m+1(X, )
ei−−−−→ X
i

M0,m(X, )
where i “forgets” the marked point pi (and collapses components, if necessary), and ei evaluates the
stable map at pi . When i =m+ 1, this diagram can be taken as part of the “universal stable map” over
M0,m(X, ). The rest of the universal stable map consists of sections
i := M0,m(X, )→ M0,m+1(X, )
of m+1 corresponding to the marked points.
WhenX ⊂ Pn is the transverse zero locus of a section of a vector bundle E on Pn which is generated by
global sections, the reﬁned top Chern class [10] ctop(m+1∗e∗m+1E) onM0,m(Pn, d) produces the virtual
class onM0,m(X, d).
Morphisms :X → Y give rise to morphisms of stable map spaces
M0,m(X, )→ M0,m(Y,∗).
Finally, the “boundary” ofM0,m(X, ) is covered by the images of the gluing maps:
S,:M0,k+1(X, )×XM0,m−k+1(X, − )→ M0,m(X, ),
where S ⊆ {1, . . . , m} is a subset of cardinality k, which, together with the curve class , describes how
the stable map breaks into (at least) two components.
The Gromov–Witten invariants are intersection numbers on the Kontsevich–Manin spaces of stable
maps. One deﬁnes cohomology classes as
c(m) := ev∗([M0,m(X, )]vir) ∈ H∗(Xm,Q) ∼= H∗(X,Q)⊗m
using Poincaré duality, where ev : =(e1, . . . , em):M0,m(X, ) → Xm is the total evaluation map, and
given cohomology classes 1, . . . , m on X, one deﬁnes the ordinary invariants by
〈1, . . . , m〉X :=
∫
Xm
c(m) ∪ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m.
The general invariants are deﬁned using theMorita classes
i := c1(∗i 	m+1),
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where 	m+1 is the relative dualizing sheaf. The general invariants are
〈1a1, . . . , mam〉X :=
∫
Xm
ev∗(a11 ∪ · · · ∪ amm ∩ [M0,m(X, )]vir) ∪ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m,
where a1, . . . , am are non-negative integers.
The following is a very useful way to package two-point “mixed” invariants:〈
1,
2
t − 
〉X

:= t−1〈1, 2〉X + t−2〈1, 2〉X + t−3〈1, 22〉X + · · · ,
where t is a variable. Similarly, for general one-point invariants:〈

t (t − )
〉X

:= t−2〈〉X + t−3〈〉X + t−4〈2〉X + · · · .
The simplest of our formulas is expressed in terms of these packages.
Formula 1.1. Suppose X ⊂ Pn is a complete intersection of dimension r3 and degree l. Then for all
0a, br and d0,〈
Ha,
Hb
t − 
〉X
d
+
〈
Ha(H − dt)b
−t (−t − )
〉X
d
+
d−1∑
e=1
r∑
c=0
1
l
〈
Ha,
Hc
t − 
〉X
d−e
〈
Hr−c(H − et)b
−t (−t − )
〉X
e
∈ Q[t].
This formula implies a special case of our Reconstruction Theorem 5.2:
Corollary 1.2. The mixed two-point invariants of complete intersections in Pn involving only powers of
H are determined by the one-point invariants.
Proof. The ﬁrst term in the formula is clearly determined by the others. By induction on d, the mixed
invariants of degree d are therefore determined by the one-point invariants of degree d or less. 
In the appendix, we use Formula 1.1 to compute small quantum products of cohomology classes on
Fano complete intersections. For now, we point out the identities that follow from the formula when the
classes (in the second slot) are of codimensions 0, 1 and 2.
codim 0: 〈Ha, 1〉Xd = 0,
codim 1: 〈Ha,〉X2 =−〈Ha〉Xd and 〈Ha,H 〉Xd = d〈Ha〉Xd ,
codim 2 : 〈Ha,2〉Xd = 〈Ha〉Xd −
1
l
∑d−1
e=1
∑r
c=0〈H
a,Hc〉Xd−e〈Hr−c〉Xe ,
〈Ha,H〉Xd = − 〈Ha+1〉Xd − d〈Ha〉Xd +
1
l
d−1∑
e=1
r∑
c=0
e〈Ha,Hc〉Xd−e〈Hr−c〉Xe ,
〈Ha,H 2〉Xd = 2d〈Ha+1〉Xd + d2〈Ha〉Xd −
1
l
d−1∑
e=1
r∑
c=0
e2〈Ha,Hc〉Xd−e〈Hr−c〉Xe .
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Notice that the codimension two identities are not self-contained, since they inductively involve classes
of higher codimension.
Remark. The codimension 0 and the two codimension 1 identities are special cases of the string, dilaton
and divisor equations, respectively. The identities for codimension 2 classes, however, are not special
cases of any general equations that we are aware of, although Lee and Pandharipande [19] have another
method for producing such identities.
To state our main theorem, we will use J-functions of several variables, generalizing Givental’s one-
variable deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.
JX (t1, . . . , tm) := ev∗
(
[M0,m(X, )]vir
t1(t1 − 1) · · · tm(tm − m)
)
:= ev∗
(
m∏
i=1
t−2i
(
1+ i
ti
+ 
2
i
t2i
+ · · ·
)
∩ [M0,m(X, )]vir
)
∈ H∗(Xm,Q)[t−11 , . . . , t−1m ]
with initial conditions:
JX0 (t1) := 1
and
JX0 (t1, t2) :=


t1t2(t1 + t2) ,
where 
 ∈ H∗(X ×X,Q) is the diagonal class.
The J-functions encode all genus-zero Gromov–Witten invariants. The following result concerning the
one-variable J-function was ﬁrst proved in [12]; see [21,5] for alternate approaches.
Theorem 1.3 (Givental). (a) If X ⊂ Pn is a smooth complete intersection of type (l1, . . . , lm) which is
Fano of index two or more (i.e., l1+ · · · + lm <n) and of dimension three or more (i.e., n−m3), let H
be the hyperplane class. Then
JXd (t)= IXd (t) :=
∏m
i=1
∏dli
k=1(liH + kt)∏d
k=1(H + kt)n+1
.
(b) If l1 + · · · + lm = n or n + 1, then the following generating functions coincide after an explicit
“mirror transformation” (see [12,21] or [5]):
JX(q) :=
∞∑
d=0
JXd (t)q
d and IX(q) :=
∞∑
d=0
IXd (t)q
d .
We will use the following modiﬁed Poincaré pairings in the main theorem.
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Deﬁnition 3. Given  ∈ H∗(X,Q) and a subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , m} of cardinality k, let Sc be the comple-
mentary subset and deﬁne:
PS : (H∗(X,Q)⊗k ⊗ H∗(X,Q))⊗ (H∗(X,Q)⊗ H∗(X,Q)⊗(m−k))→ H∗(X,Q)⊗m
by collapsing the neighboring factors with the bilinear “triple intersection” map
H∗(X,Q)⊗ H∗(X,Q)→ Q; ⊗  →
∫
X
 ∪  ∪ 
followed by the map H∗(X,Q)⊗k ⊗ H∗(X,Q)⊗(m−k) → H∗(X,Q)⊗m given by the permutation i →
si, k + i → sci for the elements si ∈ S and sci ∈ Sc, ordered so that si < si+1 and sci < sci+1 for all i.
Remark. Note that PS is linear as a function of .
Notation. We set [m] := {1, . . . , m}. For subsets S = {s1, . . . , sk} ⊆ [m], we deﬁne tS := (ts1, . . . , tsk ).
We also set jˆ := [m] − {j}.
Examples. (a) If = 1, then this is the “usual” Poincaré pairing.
(b) If S = [m], then
PS (1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m ⊗ ⊗ )=
(∫
X
 ∪  ∪ 
)
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m.
(c) If S = jˆ , then
PS (1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ̂j ⊗ · · · ⊗ m ⊗ ⊗ 
)= 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ j−1 ⊗ ( ∪ )⊗ j+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m.
Theorem 1.4 (The main theorem—rank one case). Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Let X be any complex projective
manifoldwith a single ample divisor classHgeneratingH2(X,Q).Then for each choice ofd=degH()0
and 0b dim(X),
∑
i∈S⊆[m]
d∑
e=0
PS
(H−et)b (J
X
d−e(tS, t)⊗ JXe (−t, tSc))+
∑
j =i
P
ĵ
Hb
(JXd (tjˆ , tj )⊗ JX0 (−tj , t))
∈ 1
ti t (t + ti) H
∗(Xm,Q)[t−11 , . . . , t−1m , t].
We will prove the main theorem later, as well as a more general version where the rank one condition
on H2(X,Q) is removed. To ﬁnish this section, we show how Formula 1.1 follows from themain theorem.
Proof of Formula 1.1. We apply the main theorem in the case m= 1. Only the double sum appears, in
this case as the single sum
d∑
e=0
P
{1}
(H−et)b
(
JXd−e(t1, t)⊗ JXe (−t)
)
. (1)
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The ﬁrst and last of the terms are
P
{1}
Hb
(
JXd (t1, t)⊗ 1
)
= 1∗
(
JXd (t1, t) ∪ ∗2Hb
)
and
P
{1}
(H−dt)b
(


t1t (t + t1) ⊗ J
X
d (−t)
)
= (H − dt)
b ∪ JXd (−t)
t1t (t + t1) .
Multiply (1) through by t1t (t1+ t) and integrate againstHa . By the main theorem, we obtain an element
of Q[t−11 , t]. For example, the ﬁrst term gives
t1t (t1 + t)
∫
X2
JXd (t1, t) ∪Ha ⊗Hb = (t1 + t)
〈
Ha
t1 −  ,
Hb
t − 
〉X
d
and similarly for the other the terms. When we consider only the terms that are constant in t1, we obtain
the following formula:〈
Ha,
Hb
t − 
〉X
d
+
〈
Ha(H − dt)b
−t (−t − )
〉X
d
+
d−1∑
e=1
N∑
i,j=1
〈
Ha,
i
t − 
〉X
d−e
gij
〈
j (H − et)b
−t (−t − )
〉X
e
∈ Q[t],
where 1, . . . , N ∈ H∗(X,Q) are a basis, with respect to which gij is the inverse of the intersection
matrix. This much holds for any ample H generating H2(X,Q).
The fact that X is a complete intersection tells us that all the one-point invariants of the form 〈c〉X
vanish when  is a primitive cohomology class. This can either be seen using Givental’s formulas, or by
a monodromy argument. Since a basis for the cohomology may be chosen consisting of powers of H and
(orthogonal) primitive classes, this tells us that we may replace the basis {i} by the smaller set {Hc} of
powers of H, resulting in Formula 1.1. 
2. Graph spaces
Graph spaces are particularKontsevich–Manin spaceswhich come equippedwith a natural torus action.
In this section, will describe some of the ﬁxed loci under this torus action in order to eventually apply the
Atiyah–Bott localization theorem [1] (as generalized by Graber–Pandharipande [13]) to prove the main
theorem.
Deﬁnition 4. The m-parameterized graph space is
G0,m(X, ) := M0,0(X × (P1)m, (, 1m)).
It is useful to think of the graph space as follows. Let a parameterization of a rational curve C be an
isomorphism from P1 to one of the irreducible components of C. A morphism f : (C;P11, . . . ,P1m)→ X
from a connected rational curve with m parameterizations is prestable if C has only nodes as singular
points. If in addition every component of C is either parameterized (possibly in several ways) or has at
least three nodes (or both), then f is stable.
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
0m +1
P 11
∞ 2∞ 1 ∞ m +1
01
02
P 1m +1P 12 · · ·
Fig. 1. Type 1 ﬁxed locus.
Then G0,m(X, ) is the moduli stack of stable maps with m parameterizations and no marked points.
This admits the action of the torus (C∗)m via its action on (P1)m. To carefully give this torus action, we
need some more precise notation.
Fix vector spacesWi ∼= C2 for i=1, . . . , mwith dual bases xi, yi ∈ W ∗i , and ﬁx the action ofC∗ =C∗i
via
i · (xi, yi)= (xi, iyi).
Let 0i := (0 : 1) and ∞i := (1 : 0) ∈ P1i be the ﬁxed points of the action of C∗i on P1i := P(Wi). Let
T :=∏C∗i acting diagonally on∏P1i and hence on each of the graph spaces G0,m(X, ).
Important Special Case: The two-parameterized graph space of a point
G0,2(pt, 0)=M0,0(P1 × P1, (1, 1)) ∼= P3.
A stable map to P1 × P1 either embeds C as a smooth curve of type (1, 1) or as a pair of intersecting
rulings. Thus the stable map space is the linear series.
Observation. A stable parameterizedmap [f ] ∈ G0,m(X, ) is a ﬁxed point for the action ofT described
above exactly when
• f is constant on each parameterized component,
• each parameterized component is uniquely parameterized,
• each node on a parameterized component is at 0 or∞.
It is a very difﬁcult problem to enumerate all the ﬁxed loci for the torus action (see Kontsevich’s original
paper [15]). For our purposes, though, we will only need to consider the following “types” of ﬁxed loci
in the graph space G0,m+1(X, ):
Type 1: A single copy ofM0,m+1(X, ) “embedded at zeroes” (see Fig. 1).
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P 1s 1 P
1
s k· · ·
P 1m +1 P 1s c1 P
1
s c
m − k
· · ·
∞ s 1 ∞ s k
∞ s c10s 1 
 − 
0s c
m − k
0s k
∞ s c
m − k
0s c1
0s m +1
∞ m +1
Fig. 2. Type 2 ﬁxed locus.
Let Y =X ×∏m+1i=1 P1i , and consider the gluing morphism:
M0,m+1(Y, )×Y
m+1∏
i=1
M0,1(Y, 1i)→ G0,m+1(X, ),
where  = (, 0m+1) ∈ H2(Y,Z) and likewise for 1i . Each M0,1(Y, 1i) ∼= Y and M0,m+1(Y, ) ∼=
M0,m+1(X, )×∏P1i , and we obtain a regular embedding
i[m],:F[m], := M0,m+1(X, ) ↪→ G0,m+1(X, )
by embedding M0,m+1(X, ) ×∏ 0i ↪→ M0,m+1(X, ) ×∏P1i and using the gluing morphism above
to further embed in the graph space.
Type 2:M0,k+1(X, )×XM0,m−k+1(X, − ) “with P1m+1 in the middle” (copies indexed by subsets
1 ∈ S ⊆ [m] with |S| = k and  ∈ H2(X,Z)) (see Fig. 2).
In this case, we consider the composition of gluing maps taking∏
si∈S
M0,1(Y, 1i)×YM0,k+1(Y, )×YM0,2(Y, 1m+1)×Y
×Y M0,m−k+1(Y, − )×Y
∏
sci ∈Sc
M0,1(Y, 1i)→ G0,m(X, ),
assuming (S, ) = ({1}, 0), ([m], ) or any (jˆ , ). (These appear as other types!) The product is isomor-
phic to∏
si∈S
P1si × P1m+1 ×M0,k+1(X, )×XM0,m−k+1(X, − )× P1m+1 ×
∏
sci
P1sci
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P 1m P 1m+1P
1
2 · · ·
2 m
m+1
1
02
0m
0m+1= 0 1
P 11
∞
∞
∞∞

Fig. 3. Type 3a ﬁxed locus.
and we identify the embedding:
iS,:FS, =M0,k+1(X, )×XM0,m−k+1(X, − )→ G0,m+1(X, )
with (0S, 0m+1)×M0,k+1(X, )×XM0,m−k+1(X, − )× (∞m+1, 0Sc).
Type 3:M0,m(X, ) “with P1m+1 in various places” (three subtypes).
(a) P11 as a tail off of P1m+1 (a single copy). Let
i{1},0:F{1},0 := M0,m(X, )→ G0,m+1(X, )
be the embedding associated to Fig. 3.
(b) P1j as a tail off of P1m+1 (one for each 1<jm). Let
i
jˆ ,:Fjˆ, := M0,m(X, )→ G0,m+1(X, )
be the embedding associated to Fig. 4.
(c) P1m+1 as a tail off of P1j (indexed by 1<jm). Let
ij :Fj := M0,m(X, )→ G0,m+1(X, )
be the embedding associated to Fig. 5.
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P 11 P 1j − 1 P 1j +1 P 1m P 1m +1
P 1j
· · · · · ·
∞m +1 = 0 j
∞ j
∞ 1 ∞ j − 1 ∞ j +1 ∞m
01
0j − 1 0m +10j+1
0m
Fig. 4. Type 3b ﬁxed locus.
P 1j − 1 P 1j P 1j+1 P 1m
P 1m +1
P 11
01
0j − 1 0j 0j+1 0m
· · · · · ·
∞ 1 ∞ j − 1 ∞ j+1 ∞m
∞ m +1
∞ j =
0m+1
Fig. 5. Type 3c ﬁxed locus.
Lemma 2.1. There is a T-equivariant birational morphism:
:G0,m+1(X, )→ G0,m(X, )× P3
which (when projected onto the ﬁrst factor) forgets the last parametrization and (when projected onto the
second factor) forgets the map to X and all parameterizations except for the ﬁrst and last.
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Proof. The existence of  follows from the functoriality of Kontsevich–Manin spaces. The two projec-
tions are just the two maps:
M0,0
(
X ×
m+1∏
i=1
P1i , (, 1
m+1)
)
→ M0,0
(
X ×
m∏
i=1
P1i , (, 1
m)
)
and
M0,0
(
X ×
m+1∏
i=1
P1i , (, 1
m+1)
)
→ M0,0(P11 × P1m+1, (1, 1))
which clearly commute with the action of T.
Over the open subset of P3 consisting of smooth curves,  is an isomorphism. The last parametrization
is of the same component as the ﬁrst, and is given by the correspondence P11
∼→P1m+1 induced by the
curve in P11 × P1m+1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (0, 0) ∈ G0,2(pt, 0) = P3 be the ﬁxed point corresponding to the “coordinate axes.”
Then the embeddings of types 1–3 listed above are a complete list of the ﬁxed loci that are contained in
−1(F[m−1], × (0, 0)) ⊂ G0,m+1(X, ).
Moreover, the induced maps |F :F → F[m−1], ∼= M0,m(X, ) are
m+1:M0,m+1(X, )→ M0,m(X, ) (Type 1),
S,:M0,k+1(X, )×XM0,m−k+1(X, − )→ M0,m(X, ) (Type 2),
M0,m(X, )
id→M0,m(X, ) (Type 3).
Proof. Given a stable map f :C → X, represent C by a tree with vertices and edges corresponding to the
nodes and components of C, respectively. For an f ∈ G0,m+1(X, ) to map to F[m−1], ⊂ G0,m(X, )
under the forgetful map, each P1i must parameterize a different curve (edge of the tree) mapping with
degree 0 to X, and each 0i must be a node (vertex) for i = 1, . . . , m. Also, the shortest path between two
such vertices of the tree cannot contain any such edges, and if one of those edges is removed, the tree
either stays connected or it has two components, one of which is an edge corresponding to P1m+1 mapping
with degree 0 to X. In order for f to map to (0, 0) under the other forgetful map to P3, P11 and P1m+1 must
represent different edges, 01 and 0m+1 must represent vertices (possibly the same one) and the shortest
path from 01 to 0m+1 may not contain either of the two edges.
The only ﬁxed points under the torus action which satisfy both conditions are those of types 1–3. This
proves the ﬁrst part of the lemma.
Under the map to F[m−1],, the parametrization of P1m+1 is forgotten. This may result in an unparame-
terized component with 1 or 2 nodes, which is then collapsed. Moreover, in the 1 node case, the resulting
marked point must also be forgotten. This gives the second part of the lemma. 
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3. Localization and the main theorem for Pn
When a complex Lie group G acts on a complex manifold X, there is an equivariant cohomology ring:
H∗G(X,Q)
which is an algebra over the cohomology ring of the classifying space BG. If G = T = (C∗)m, then
H∗(BG,Q) ∼= Q[t1, . . . , tm]. The equivariant cohomology ring for a trivial action of T is the polynomial
algebraH∗(X,Q)[t1, . . . , tm], but in general it ismore complicated. Linearized vector bundlesE onX have
equivariant Chern classes cGd (E) taking values in equivariant cohomology, and equivariant cohomology
pulls back and pushes forward (for proper maps).
The setup is similar for smooth Deligne–Mumford stacks. In this setting, there is an equivariant Chow
ring (see [9]) CH∗G(X) which always pulls back and pushes forward under equivariant proper maps. A
linearized vector bundle E in this setting has equivariant Chern classes cGd (E) ∈ CH∗G(X).
A basic result in either setting is the theorem of Atiyah–Bott (see [17]):
Theorem 3.1 (Localization). Each ﬁxed substack i:F ↪→ X of a torus action on a proper smooth
Deligne–Mumford stack is a regularly embedded proper smooth Deligne–Mumford stack, its normal
bundle is canonically linearized, its Euler class T(F ) (the top equivariant Chern class of the normal
bundle) is invertible in
CH∗(F,Q)⊗QQ(t1, . . . , tm)
and any element c ∈ CH∗T(X) is uniquely recovered (modulo torsion) via the following localizationformula:
c =
∑
F
i∗
i∗c
T(F )
.
Our main interest is in the following simple corollary:
Corollary 3.2 (Correspondence of residues). Let f :X → X′ be a T-equivariant map of smooth proper
Deligne–Mumford stacks with T-actions. If i′:F ′ ↪→ X′ is a ﬁxed substack and c ∈ CH∗T(X), let
fF :F → F ′ be the restriction of f to each of the ﬁxed substacks F ⊂ f−1(F ′). Then
i′∗f∗c
T(F ′)
=
∑
F⊂f−1(F ′)
fF ∗
i∗c
T(F )
.
Proof. The two sides of the formula represent the contribution of F ′ to localization formulas for f∗c
which, by uniqueness, must coincide. 
To prove the main theorem for general X we will need virtual classes. For now we will prove it in the
case X = Pn, where the basic idea and most of the computations are the same, and are not obscured by
the presence of virtual classes.
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pi = pj
P 1jP 1i
pi 
P 1i
Fig. 6. Type I and type II nodes.
Proof of the main theorem for Pn. Let c ∈ CH∗T(G0,m+1(Pn, d)). Then applying correspondence of
residues to the map  of smooth Deligne–Mumford stacks (here we use X = Pn) of Lemma 2.1, and
using the enumeration of ﬁxed loci in Lemma 2.2, we get
m+1∗
(
i∗[m],dc
T(F[m],d)
)
+
∑
1∈S
d∑
e=0
S,e∗
(
i∗S,d−ec
T(FS,d−e)
)
+ i
∗{1},0c
T(F{1},0)
+
m∑
j=2
(
i∗
jˆ ,d
c
T(Fjˆ,d)
+ i
∗
j c
T(Fj )
)
= i
∗[m−1],d∗c
T(F[m−1],d)
· 1
t1tm+1(t1 + tm+1) . (2)
(The computation T(0, 0)= t1tm+1(t1 + tm+1) is easily made.)
Now, the equivariant Euler classes T(F ) appearing in the denominators depend entirely on the nodes
of the domain of a general representative f ∈ F . Essentially, there are two types of nodes: those of
type I, where at the point pi ∈ {0i ,∞i}, the ith parameterized component meets a component mapping
in positive degree  to X, and those of type II, where at the point pi ∈ {0i ,∞i}, the ith parameterized
component meets the point pj ∈ {0j ,∞j } of the jth parameterized component. See Fig. 6.
Any type I node is a codimension 2 condition—one for the node and one for specifying pi—while a
type II node is a codimension 3 condition—one for the node and two more for specifying pi and pj . Set
i : =
{
1 if pi = 0i ,
−1 if pi =∞i .
Then type I node contributes the factor
i ti(i ti − i)
to T(F ), while type II node contributes
i tij tj (i ti + j tj ).
(For this type of computation, see [7].)
Thus, if we let
t := tm+1,
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the following computations are valid on any G0,m+1(X, ):
T(F[m],)= t (t − m+1)
∏
i∈[m]
ti(ti − i), (3.1)
T(FS,)= t (t − k+1)(−t)(−t − ′1)
∏
S
tsi (tsi − i)
∏
Sc
tsci (ts
c
i
− ′i+1), (3.2)
where i ,′i are the Morita classes onM0,k+1(X, ) andM0,m−k+1(X, − ).
T(F{1},0)= t1t (t1 + t)(−t)(−t − 1)
m∏
i=2
ti(ti − i), (3.3a)
T(Fjˆ,)= (−t)tj (−t + tj )
∏
S=jˆ
tsi (tsi − i)t (t − m), (3.3b)
T(Fj )= (−tj )t (−tj + t)
∏
S=jˆ
tsi (tsi − i)tj (tj − m). (3.3c)
Finally, let Pn = P(V ) and consider HT, the equivariant hyperplane class on the linear space
P(Hom(Symd(Wm+1), V )). There is an equivariant morphism
v:G0,m+1(Pn, d)→ G0,1(Pn, d)→ P(Hom(Symd(Wm+1), V ))
which is a composition of the forgetful map remembering only Pn and the last parametrization, and the
“map to the linear sigma model.” (The geometry of this second (birational) map was used in [5] to give
a proof of the mirror theorem.) This HT pulls back to the ﬁxed loci as follows:
i∗[m],dv∗HT = e∗m+1H, (4.1)
i∗S,d−ev∗HT = e∗k+1H − et, (4.2)
i∗
jˆ ,d
v∗HT = e∗jH, (4.3a)
i∗{1},0v∗HT = e∗1H − dt, (4.3b)
i∗j v∗HT = e∗jH. (4.3c)
To see this, note that under the morphism v, the ﬁxed loci map to various copies of Pn sitting as the ﬁxed
loci in P(Hom(Symd(Wm+1), V )). More speciﬁcally, set
(Pn)e := {xd−em+1yem+1} × P(V ) ⊂ P(Symd(W ∗m+1))× P(V )
Segre→ P(Hom(Symd(Wm+1), V ))
which are all ﬁxed under the T action. One easily computes thatHT restricts to H∗T((Pn)e,Q) asH − et .
Finally, ﬁxed loci of types 1, 3a, and 3c map under v to (Pn)0, the ﬁxed loci of type 3b map to (Pn)d , and
the loci of type 2 map to (Pn)e for appropriate 1ed − 1.
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Substitute in the summands of (2) for the equivariant Euler classes and for the choice c = v∗HbT and
push forward under the total evaluation map ev. Then by the projection formula and the computations
above we obtain the following:
ev∗m+1∗
i∗[m],dc
T(F[m],d)
= P [m]
Hb
(
J P
n
d (t1, . . . , tm, t)⊗ J P
n
0 (−t)
)
, (5.1)
ev∗S,∗
i∗S,c
T(FS,)
= PS
(H−et)b
(
J P
n
d−e(tS, t)⊗ J P
n
e (−t, tSc)
)
, (5.2)
ev∗
i∗{1},0c
T(F{1},0)
= P {1}
(H−dt)b
(
J P
n
0 (t1, t)⊗ J P
n
d (−t, t1ˆ)
)
, (5.3a)
ev∗
i∗
jˆ ,d
c
T(Fjˆ,d)
= P ĵ
Hb
(
J P
n
d (tjˆ , t)⊗ J P
n
0 (−t, tj )
)
, (5.3b)
ev∗
i∗j c
T(Fj )
= P ĵ
Hb
(
J P
n
d (tjˆ , tj )⊗HbJ P
n
0 (−tj , t)
)
. (5.3c)
Now collect types 1, 2, 3a and 3b of (2) under the double sum and push forward. When we substitute the
J-function expressions above, we obtain
∑
1∈S⊆[m]
d∑
e=0
PS
(H−et)b
(
JXd−e(tS, t)⊗ JXe (−t, tSc)
)
+
∑
j =1
P
ĵ
Hb
(
JXd (tjˆ , tj )⊗ JX0 (−tj , t)
)
= 1
t1t (t + t1) ev∗
i∗[m−1],d∗c
T(F[m−1],d)
∈ 1
t1t (t + t1) H
∗((Pn)m,Q)[t1, t−11 , . . . , tm, t−1m , t]
because i∗[m−1],d∗c is polynomial in t1, . . . , tm, t . And an examination of the left side shows that only
negative powers of the ti actually occur. 
4. Virtual classes
In order to prove our main theorem in the general case, we will need to establish a simple prop-
erty of equivariant virtual classes. We begin by brieﬂy recalling the construction of the virtual class on
Kontsevich–Manin spaces, following Behrend and Fantechi [2,3] (but see also Li–Tian [20]) and of the
equivariant virtual class on graph spaces, following Graber–Pandharipande [13].
Fix a complex projective manifold X and an embedding X ↪→ Pn. For each  ∈ H2(X,Z), let d be the
degree of the image of  in Pn. Then there is a commuting diagram of stacks:
M0,m(X, )
i→ M0,m(Pn, d)
↘ ↙
M0,m
where M0,m is the Artin (not Deligne–Mumford!) stack of prestable m-marked curves. The map i is
a closed embedding (let I be the associated ideal sheaf) and  is smooth. It follows that the relative
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intrinsic normal cone of Behrend–Fantechi is the cone stack associated to the following map of sheaves
onM0,m(X, ):
I/I2 → i∗M0,m(Pn,d)/M0,m.
This relative normal cone, which we denote by CM0,m(X,)/M0,n , embeds in the smooth h
1/h0 cone stack
VM0,m(X,)/M0,m associated to the object
(R1∗e∗TX)∨
of the derived category of coherent sheaves on M0,m(X, ). (The dual is the Verdier dual and :C →
M0,m(X, ) and e:C→ X come from the universal stable map). The virtual class [M0,m(X, )]vir is then
obtained by pulling back the class of CM0,m(X,)/M0,m via the zero section of VM0,m(X,)/M0,m .
Similarly, for graph spaces, there is a diagram of T-invariant morphisms
G0,m(X, )
i→ G0,m(Pn, d)
↘ ↙
G0,m
whereG0,m is the stack of prestable zero-pointedmaps to (P1)m ofmulti-degree (1, . . . , 1). The (equivari-
ant) intrinsic relative normal cone CG0,m(X,)/G0,m and h1/h0 cone VG0,m(X,)/G0,m are deﬁned exactly as
before, and the (equivariant) virtual class [G0,m(X, )]virT may also be deﬁned as before, using equivariant
Chow groups. This deﬁnition is simpler than the deﬁnition in [13], but is equivalent. The simpliﬁcation
in our case comes from the existence of the T-invariant embedding i into a relatively smooth graph space.
The signiﬁcance of the equivariant virtual class is in the following “virtual” version of the localization
theorem:
Theorem 4.1 (Graber–Pandharipande). In the equivariant Chow group of the graph space G0,m(X, )
the virtual class satisﬁes
[G0,m(X, )]virT =
∑
F
i∗
i∗[G0,m(X, )]virT
T(F )
,
where i:F ↪→ G0,m(X, ) are the (regular) embeddings of the ﬁxed substacks.
In order to use this theorem, we need the following.
Lemma 4.2. (a) The forgetful map
:G0,m(X, )→ M0,0(X, )
is ﬂat and equivariant for the trivial action of T onM0,0(X, ).
(b) The equivariant virtual class satisﬁes
[G0,m(X, )]virT = ∗[M0,0(X, )]vir,
where [M0,0(X, )]vir is the ordinary virtual class, regarded as an equivariant class for the trivial action
of T. In particular, each i∗[G0,m(X, )]virT = [F ]vir in the theorem above, where [F ]vir is the “ordinary”
virtual class on F, thought of as a ﬁber product of Kontsevich–Manin spaces.
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Proof. It sufﬁces by induction to prove the lemma for the case m = 1. In that case, we will consider a
(non-commuting!) diagram of stacks:
M0,3(X, )
g−−−−→ G0,1(X, ) −−−−→ M0,0(X, )

M0,3
g−−−−→ G0,1
where the horizontal maps are the “cross-ratio” maps deﬁned as follows. The universal curve C ∼=
M0,4(X, ) over M0,3(X, ) maps to M0,4 ∼= P1 via the forgetful map. Together with the evaluation
map to X, this deﬁnes g. If f :C → X is a stable map with 3 marked points p, q, r ∈ C, then the map
C → P1 deﬁned by g(f ) may be taken to be the unique map with the property that f (p)= 0, f (q)= 1
and f (r) =∞. This is the cross-ratio if p, q, r belong to the same component of C, but is well-deﬁned
even if they lie on different components.
For g, we apply the prestabilization map C→M0,4 (see [2]) to the universal curve overM0,3 followed
by the stabilization mapM0,4 → M0,4 ∼= P1. This map has the same pointwise description as g.
The diagram does not commute because g stabilizes unstable maps to X × P1, while g does not. On
the other hand, there is a “good” open substack
U := {f : C → P1 |f is an isomorphism over 0, 1,∞} ⊂ G0,1
with the following properties:
• g and g are both isomorphisms over U.
• The diagram above is Cartesian when restricted to U.
• Translates of U by elements m ∈ PGL(2,C) cover G0,1.
If f ∈ U , then p, q, and r are the preimages of 0, 1, and∞, so g is invertible at f. If f ∈ M0,3(X, )
lies over U, then p, q, and r all belong to same component C0 ⊂ C of the curve associated to f, and g(f )
imposes the unique parametrization on C0 taking p, q, and r to 0, 1, and ∞. Clearly, then, g and g are
isomorphisms over U and the diagram is Cartesian over U. Since every prestable map f :C → P1 of
degree one is generically an isomorphism over P1, it follows that the translates of U cover G0,1.
We ﬁnish the proof now by comparingG0,1(X, ) withM0,3(X, ). Suppose f ∈ G0,1(X, ) lies over
U. Then g is an isomorphism at f, so since  ◦ g is ﬂat everywhere (it is a composition of the ﬂat forgetful
maps), it follows that  is ﬂat at f. But an arbitrary f ∈ G0,1(X, ) lies over some translate mU, over
which the composition of g with translation by m is an isomorphism, and we similarly conclude that  is
ﬂat at an arbitrary f. This gives us (a).
Thus  is ﬂat, and we may use the ﬂat pull-back to deﬁne ∗[M0,0(X, )]vir. Behrend showed that the
relative intrinsic normal cone CM0,0(X,)/M0,0 pulls back under  ◦ g to CM0,3(X,)/M0,3 and the same trick
we employed in the previous paragraph shows that it pulls back under  to CG0,1(X,)/G0,1 . The ﬂatness of
 also tells us thatR1∗e∗TX pulls back to the corresponding element of the derived category of sheaves
on G0,1(X, ), and we get (b). The last sentence of (b) is a consequence of Behrend’s work, since the
induced maps F → M0,0(X, ) are always gluing maps of Kontsevich–Manin spaces. 
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5. The main theorem and reconstruction
We now return to Theorem 1.4 and its generalizations and consequences.
Proof of the Main Theorem (Rank one case). We may assume that H is very ample. Indeed, suppose
the polynomiality in t holds for the expression
∑
1∈S⊆[m]
d∑
e=0
PS
(lH−et)b
(
JXd−e(tS, t)⊗ JXe (−t, tSc)
)
+
m∑
j=2
P
ĵ
(lH)b
(JXd (tjˆ , tj )⊗ JX0 (−tj , t))
for some l > 0. Only the e’s divisible by lwill produce non-zero terms, because the degree of every curve
(measured against lH) is a multiple of l. But replacing lH − et by H − e
l
t in the modiﬁed Poincaré
pairings simply multiplies the expression by l−b. If we now replace the subscript of each J by the degree
of the curve against H (instead of against lH) we get the desired result for H.
The embedding X ⊂ Pn deﬁned by H allows us to deﬁne a morphism
v:G0,m+1(X, d)→ G0,1(X, d) ↪→ G0,1(Pn, d)→ P(Hom(Symd(Wm+1)⊗ V ))
and an equivariant Chern class v∗(HbT) as in thePn case.Applying Lemma 4.2(a) to themapG0,m+1(X, )
→ G0,m(X, ), we see that  is a local complete intersection (l.c.i.) morphism, since it factors through
the graph followed by a ﬂat morphism:
G0,m+1(X, d)× P3
↗ ↓
G0,m+1(X, d)
→ G0,m(X, d)× P3
Then by Lemma 4.2(b),
∗
([G0,m(X, d)]virT × [P3])= [G0,m+1(X, d)]virT .
It follows by the projection formula that the correspondence of residues holds for c ∩ [G0,m+1(X, d)]virT
(and any equivariant Chern class c) with each i∗c replaced by i∗c ∩ [F ]vir, and i∗[m−1],d∗c replaced by
i∗[m−1],d∗c∩ [F[m−1],d ]vir (again, using Lemma 4.2). The proof of the Pn case now carries over to prove
the general rank one case. 
Next we turn to the theorem for arbitrary H2(X,Q). It seems best to do this, not for J-functions deﬁned
intrinsically on X, but for J-functions deﬁned in terms of a choice of (generalized) polarization on X (see
also [6]).
Deﬁnition 5. (a) A divisor H on X is eventually free if some positive multiple lH deﬁnes a morphism
X → Pn.
(b)A collectionH1, . . . , Hk (writtenH for short) of eventually free divisors is ample if positiveZ-linear
combinations l1H1 + · · · + lkHk are ample.
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(c) The J-functions associated to an H as in (b) are
J
X,H
d (t1, . . . , tm)= JX,H1,...,Hk(d1,...,dk) (t1, . . . , tm)
:=
∑
d()=(d1,...,dk)
JX (t1, . . . , tm),
where d() is the multi-degree (degH1(), . . . , degHk()).
Theorem5.1 (Themain theorem: general case). IfH=(H1, . . . , Hk) is an ample collection of eventually
free divisors on a complex projective manifold X, then∑
1∈S⊆[m]
∑
ed
P S∏
(Hi−ei t)bi (J
X,H
d−e (tS, t)⊗ JX,He (−t, tSc))
+
m∑
j=2
P
ĵ∏
H
bi
i
(J
X,H
d (tjˆ , tj )⊗ JX,H0 (−tj , t)) ∈ H∗(Xm,Q)[t−11 , . . . , t−1m , t].
In this case, we sum over 0e = (e1, . . . , ek)d, meaning that 0eidi .
Proof. As in the proof of the rank one version, we may assume that H1, . . . , Hk are not just eventually
free, but free, by replacing them with positive multiples (which can be taken to be the same multiple).
The Hi deﬁne a morphism
v:
∐
d()=d
G0,m+1(X, )→
∐
d()=d
G0,1(X, )→
k∏
i=1
P(Hom(SymdiWm+1, Vi))
and the theorem results from applying the correspondence of residues to the class v∗
∏k
i=1Hi
bi
T , where
the HiT are the equivariant hyperplane classes pulled back from P(Hom(SymdiWm+1, Vi)). 
Finally, we have the
Theorem 5.2 (Reconstruction). Let RH ⊆ H∗(X,Q) be the subring generated as a Q-algebra by 1 and
an ample collection H1, . . . , Hk of eventually free divisors, and suppose that the Poincaré pairing is
non-degenerate on RH . If the one-variable J-functions Jd(t) := JX,Hd (t) all belong to RH [t−1], then the
Gromov–Witten invariants of the form∑
d()=d
〈1a1, . . . , mam〉X
for i ∈ RH are completely determined by the one-point invariants, the intersection matrix on RH , and
the canonical class KX.
Proof. The only term in the main theorem involving a J-function ofm+1 variables and curves of (multi)
degree d is
P
[m]∏
H
bi
i
(Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)⊗ J0(−t))= ∗
((
∗m+1
∏
H
bi
i
)
∪ Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)
)
.
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The product t (t + t1)Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t) is a polynomial in t−1, expanding as
t (t + t1)Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)= (t + t1)
N∑
a=1
t−a
∑
d()=d
ev∗
a−1m+1 ∩ [M0,m+1(X, )]vir∏m
i=1 ti(ti − i)
,
for some N depending on KX. It follows by downward induction on a and the main theorem that every
term in the expansion of ∗(∗m+1
∏
H
bi
i ∪ Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)) in t−1 is determined inductively by J-
functions involving fewer variables and/or lower degrees. This only proves the reconstruction theorem
when all cohomology is generated by the Hi since knowing Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t) is equivalent to knowing
each ∗((∗m+1) ∪ Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)) where  is an arbitrary cohomology class. This argument does,
however, capture the main idea of the proof.
We now prove the following by induction on (m+ 1, d).
Claim 1. (a) For all 1, . . . , m ∈ RH and  ∈ R⊥H ,∑
d()=d
〈1a1, . . . , mam, a〉X = 0.
(b) For all 1, . . . , m+1 ∈ RH , the invariants∑
d()=d
〈1a1, . . . , mam, m+1am+1〉X
are determined by the one-point invariants and the intersection matrix on RH .
In terms of J-functions (using the symmetry), this claim is equivalent to
Claim 2. (a) If 1, . . . , m ∈ RH and  ∈ R⊥H then∫
Xm+1
⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m ∪ Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)= 0.
(b) For all 1, . . . , m+1 ∈ RH ,∫
Xm+1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m+1 ∪ Jd(t1, . . . , tm, t)
is determined by one-point invariants and the intersection matrix on RH .
To start our induction, note that the claim holds for m = 0 by assumption. Also, the claim holds for
d = 0 and m= 1:∫
X2
⊗  ∪ J0(t1, t2)= 1
t1t2(t1 + t2)
∫
X
 ∪ = 0
by orthogonality, and∫
X2
1 ⊗ 2 ∪ J0(t1, t2)=
1
t1t2(t1 + t2)
∫
X
1 ∪ 2
and hence is determined by the intersection matrix on RH .
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Using the argument at the beginning of this proof, the vanishing in Claim 2(a) will follow by induction
(on the power of t−1), once we establish vanishing for all expressions of the form
Ia :=
∫
Xm
(
⊗ 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m
) ∪ PS∏
(Hi−ei t)bi
(
Jd−e(tS, t)⊗ Je(−t, tSc)
)
and
Ib :=
∫
Xm
(⊗ 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ m) ∪ P ĵ∏
H
bi
i
(
Jd(tjˆ , tj )⊗ J0(−tj , t)
)
.
But these expressions may be rewritten as
Ib = 1−t tj (t − tj )
∫
Xm
⊗ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
(
j ∪
∏
H
bi
i
)
⊗ · · · ⊗ m ∪ Jd(t1, . . . , tm).
To rewrite Ia , choose an orthogonal basis j , l ∈ H∗(X,Q) such that j ∈ RH with intersection matrix
gjj ′ and l ∈ R⊥H with intersection matrix hll′ . Then
Ia =
∑
j,j ′
(∫
Xk+1
⊗ · · · ⊗ sk ⊗
(∏
(Hi − eit)bi ∪ j
)
∪ Jd−e(tS, t)
)
gjj
′
×
∫
Xm−k+1
j ′ ⊗ sc1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ scm−k ∪ Je(−t, tSc)
+
∑
l,l′
(∫
Xk+1
⊗ · · · ⊗ sk ⊗
(∏
(Hi − eit)bi ∪ l
)
∪ Jd−e(tS, t)
)
hll
′
×
∫
Xm−k+1
l′ ⊗ sc1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ scm−k ∪ Je(−t, tSc).
Now suppose Claim 2(a) holds for all (n+ 1, e) such that either n<m or n=m and e ≺ d. Then Ib = 0
(taking n=m− 1), and Ia = 0 since the ﬁrst factors in the ﬁrst double sum and the second factors in the
second sum vanish. This proves Claim 1(a) by induction. Similarly, assuming Claim 1(a), we prove 1(b)
by induction, noting that in this case, the second double sum in Ia (but not the ﬁrst) vanishes. The ﬁrst
double sum and the Ib terms are explicitly determined by the intersection matrix gjj ′ and Gromov–Witten
invariants for lower (n+ 1, e). 
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Appendix A. Small quantum product for complete intersections
We may turn Formula 1.1 into an algorithm for producing structure constants for the small quantum
product on Fano complete intersections in Pn.
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Given the type, (l1, . . . , lm) of the Fano complete intersection S ⊂ Pn, set
f := n+ 1− l1 − · · · − lm
the Fano index of S, and
dmax :=
⌊
n−m+ 1
f
⌋
,
the maximal degree d for which non-zero “unmixed” two-point invariants 〈Ha,Hb〉Xd may occur (by a
dimension count).
For d = 1, . . . , dmax, let v(d) be the vector of one-point invariants, i.e., v(d) is deﬁned by
e∗
(
[M0,1(X, d)]vir
t (t − )
)
= v(d)0t−f + v(d)1Ht−f−1 + · · · + v(d)n−mHn−mt−f−n+m.
(These are computed by Givental’s formulas, Theorem 1.3.)
We deﬁne shift matrices of size (n−m+ 1)× (n−m+ 1):
S(d) :=

d 0 . . . 0 0
1 d . . . 0 0
...
0 0 . . . d 0
0 0 . . . 1 d
 .
Applying S(d) to a vector corresponds to multiplication by (H + dt).
We deﬁne the matrices of mixed invariants, also of size (n−m+ 1)× (n−m+ 1), indexed from 0
to n−m:
M(d)n−m−a,b := (−1)
c−1∏
li
〈Ha,Hbc〉Xd ,
where c := df + n−m− a − b. This is the matrix associated to the operator
Hb → e1∗
(
e∗2Hb ∩ [M0,2(X, d)]vir
−t − 
)
.
It is important to note thatM(d)n−m−a,b = 0 when c < 0.
In terms of these data structures, our formula becomes a recursive formula for the bth column ofM(d)
in terms of the lowerM(e)’s:
M(d)∗,b =−S(d)bv(d)−
d−1∑
e=1
M(d − e)S(e)bv(e),
except that we must setM(d)n−m−a,b= 0 whenever c < 0. This amounts to truncatingM(d) at the upper
right corner.
Finally, reading off all coefﬁcients ofM(d)with c=0 yields the complete list of “unmixed” two-point
invariants, which in turn yield the structure constants of the small quantum product (via the associativity).
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This algorithm is very easy to implement. For example, when X is a quintic hypersurface in P6, it gives
the following products:
H ∗H =H 2 + 120q,
H ∗H 2 =H 3 + 770qH,
H ∗H 3 =H 4 + 1345qH 2 + 211,200q2,
H ∗H 4 =H 5 + 770qH 3 + 692,500q2H,
H ∗H 5 = 120qH 4 + 211,200q2H 2 + 31,320,000q3.
As a typical application, note that the last number implies the following interesting bit of enumerative
geometry:
Corollary A.1. The expected number of twisted cubics through two general points of a quintic ﬁve-fold
X ⊂ P6 is
2,088,000.
One similarly may produce the expected numbers of rational normal curves of degree d passing through
2 general points of a hypersurface of degree 2d − 1 in P2d for any d.
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